Within the choir, a new archbishopric crypt was established in 1910, serving up to now as the burial site of the leaders of the archdiocese. During the building of the new crypt, archaeological investigations were also done. A red marble sarcophagus was found with a male skeleton and bishopric insignia inside. [13] For Enrő Foerk it was evident that he found the tomb of Archbishop Astrik from the eleventh century, and there are recent attempts to follow this hypothesis based on recent scientific methods. [14] For our purpose, it is more important that around the tomb the fundaments of the first cathedrals were revealed. Before 1910, there were no excavations within the building. In 1869, Imre Henszlmann carried out archaeological research outside of the church with the permission and support of Archbishop Lajos Haynald (1867-1891). [15] Although never excavating within the building, Henszlmann reconstructed the first cathedral as a single-nave building with as semi-circular apse, and pairs of tower at the east and at the west. Large remains of the western towers were identified by Henszlmann during his research. The researches of Ernő Foerk verified the hypothesis of Henszlmann regarding the semicircular apse, however, contradicted to his other assumptions. According to Foerk, the nave was three-aisled, and instead of western towers, it had an atrium and a narthex. [16] His ideas originate from an architecture historical conception. Replacing the bizarre fourtower reconstruction of Henszlmann, Foerk applied the well-known architectural type of the three-aisled Early Christian basilica with an atrium. The reconstruction drawing published by Foerk, however, is problematic. First of all, the proportions of the atrium are strange: this is a rectangular space instead of the usual quadrate format, providing practically no space for the uncovered courtyard. Moreover, there is and architectural detail discovered during the excavation (and indicted in the archaeological ground plan), a fragment of a wall on the south side of the atrium, which is missing from the reconstruction drawing. Thus, the reconstructions of Henszlmann and Foerk seem to be radically different for the first sight. However, projecting the two ground plans above each other, it turns out that in reality they discovered the same fragment but interpreted them differently. [17] The major difference between the two drawings is the axis: according to Foerk, the axis of the first cathedral was closer to the regular east-west axis. Consequently, what Henszlmann interpreted as the wall of the nave, was regarded by Foerk as the wall of the southern aisle. Similarly, the fragments of the narthex and atrium of Foerk are identical with those of Henszlmann's western complex. Revealing this, we can see now the original purpose of the wall fragment on the south side eliminated by Foerk: this is a section of the south tower of Henszlmann. Thus, opposed to the original intentions of Foerk, his excavations verified the results of Henszlmann. Obviously, the problem can be solved only with a new excavation. Connected to the recent restorations of the cathedral of Kalocsa, there are new excavations carried out since 2014 within and around the church. In the year 2014 the excavations were led by Gergely Buzás in the interior, the results of which is indicated in his drawing. [18] This drawing supports the singlenave concept and takes over the suggestions of Henszlmann regarding the south-east addition as well as the western parts. We must know that in 2017-18 there were new excavations at the western side of the first cathedral, however, the results have not been published yet.
Thus, according to our present knowledge, the first cathedral of Kalocsa was a single-nave building with a semi-circular apse. There were additional rooms on both sides of the chancel, of which the southern one was already identified by Henszlmann (also accepted by Buzás), while the northern one is proved by a wall fragment found by Foerk (but missing from the drawing of Buzás). [19] On the west, a complex architectural structure was added maybe somewhat later (the chronology has not been clarified yet [20] ): a space, divided from the nave, was flanked by additional rooms from the south and the north, while west of it an open entrance hall and pair of towers can be identified. This description fits world by world to the second phase of the church of St Pantaleon of Cologne, dating from around 1000, which was the burial place of Empress Theophanu, the widow of Otto II and mother of Otto III. [21] I do not state that there was a direct connection between Cologne and Kalocsa (although it cannot be excluded) but it seems to be evident that the cathedral of Kalocsa followed an architectural type well-known in Ottonian architecture. During his researches, Ernő Foerk was also dealing with the second medieval cathedral of Kalocsa. [22] Its perimeter walls have already been discovered by Henszlmann. According to the reconstruction of Foerk, this building followed the bound system (gebundenes System) with alternating supports. It had a transept with an apse and an ambulatory with radiating chapels, all of them with semi-circular forms. The reconstruction drawings of Foerk represent a typical Romanesque church with a crossing tower, portals decorated with jambs, rose windows and small round turrets. The similarity is really breath-taking; however, this results from the fact that the reconstructions of Foerk are in fact based on the church of Avesnières. It is less important for us that the French building is the result of a longer creation process and only the eastern parts date form around 1140 while the transept is from 1170, the nave being drastically restored at the end of the nineteenth century. [23] It is more significant to underline that the reconstruction of Foerk was intentionally invented against the ideas of Henszlmann. According to the assumption of Henszlmann, the second cathedral of Kalocsa was built in the first half of the thirteenth century commissioned by Archbishop Ugrin (1219-1241). Opposed to this suggestion, Foerk established again an architectural historical conception. With the semi-circular forms of the apses and ambulatory and with the bound system he classified the building as typically Romanesque.
He also drew the conclusions: if a church with ambulatory was built in Hungary around 1150, then it is earlier than anything in Germany where the first ambulatory was applied at the St Godehard of Hildesheim, finished in 1172. [24] It seems that this concept of Foerk is outdated, too. According to recent scholarship, the polygonal apse and ambulatory is more probable. [25] This has been proven by the newest excavations. It became evident that the polygonal walls of the Baroque apse are standing on the medieval fundaments, its pilasters replacing the medieval responds. This detail has an important consequence: polygonal apses with semi-circular radiating chapels are known from Early Gothic churches. This is in accordance with the stone carvings which prove the connections of Kalocsa with such important Early Gothic architectural centres of Hungary as Esztergom, the Cistercian Abbey of Pilis or the Abbey of Vértesszentkereszt. Based on this observation, the dating of the second cathedral Kalocsa should be moved to the early thirteenth century, in the period of Archbishop Berthold (1206-1219, brother-in-law of King Andrew II) or Archbishop Ugrin. What is the final conclusion of all these observations? Ernő Foerk was a learned architect, an architectus doctus, dealing professionally with the history of architecture. This is proved by his publication activity, including the monography of the cathedrals of Kalocsa printed in 1915, [26] the analysis of the architectural types of Romanesque churches of Hungary from 1926 [27] or the overview of the history of Hungarian architecture dating from 1929. [28] Foerk rightly criticised the old, outdated conceptions of Imre Henszlmann, formulated a half century before. According to Henszlmann, Hungarian architecture followed Germany and France but only with 50 or 100 years delay. Opposed to this idea, Foerk compared Hungarian churches to the contemporaneous buildings and argued that their prototypes can be found in Italy (as that of the first, Early Christian type cathedral) or in France (as that of the second cathedral). Even in this case Hungary must have preceded Germany.
Although according to our present knowledge, none of the hypotheses of Foerk can be accepted, since the first cathedral followed Ottonian models while the second was built in Early Gothic style at the beginning of the thirteenth century. Nevertheless, he was right in his general perception. Monuments of Hungarian architecture should be compared to architectural tendencies of their own age, revealing their real significance. That is clear in the case of Kalocsa and Foerk correctly realized its significance. The first cathedral is comparable to the most modern imperial buildings of the leading power of Europe while the second cathedral was the first and only Early Gothic cathedral in East Central Europe, which was followed only a century later.
